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Monty Python's Life of Brian, also known as Life of Brian, is a 1979 British comedy film starring and written by
the comedy group Monty Python (Graham Chapman, John Cleese, Terry Gilliam, Eric Idle, Terry Jones and
Michael Palin).It was also directed by Jones. The film tells the story of Brian Cohen (played by Chapman), a
young Jewish man who is born on the same day as, and next door to, Jesus ...
Monty Python's Life of Brian - Wikipedia
Moone Boy is an Irish sitcom created, co-written by and co-starring Chris O'Dowd for British broadcaster Sky
One.The series is co-written by Nick Vincent Murphy and is produced by Baby Cow Productions, Sprout
Pictures, Hot Cod Productions and Grand Pictures.The series is semi-autobiographical of O'Dowd and
focuses on a young boy's life growing up in Boyle, County Roscommon in Ireland in the ...
Moone Boy - Wikipedia
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Rheumatoid arthritis is an autoimmune disease that causes chronic inflammation of the joints (and
sometimes, the organs).An autoimmune disease is an illness where the bodyâ€™s immune system
mistakenly identifies healthy cells as invaders cells.
60-Second Guide To Rheumatoid Arthritis | Rheumatoid
Organ infection or damage: If gallstones block the ducts for an extended period of time, severe, possibly fatal
damage or infections can occur in the gallbladder, the liver, or the pancreas.; Inflammation: Gallstones can
block other ducts.These include the hepatic ducts, which carry bile from the liver, and the common bile duct,
which takes bile from the cystic and hepatic ducts to the small ...
Gallstones: Signs, Symptoms, and Complications
We're trying to sell peace, like a product, you know, and sell it like people sell soap or soft drinks.And it's the
only way to get people aware that peace is possible, and it isn't just inevitable to have violence.
John Lennon - Wikiquote
As America's most fearless purveyor of "truthiness," Stephen Colbert shines a light on ego-driven punditry,
moral hypocrisy and government incompetence, raising the bar for political satire.
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